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6 CCR 1011-1 Chap 14

[Editor's Notes follow the text of the rules at the end of this CCR Document.]

Editor's Notes

6 CCR 1011-1 has been divided into separate chapters for ease of use. Versions prior to 05/01/2009 are located in the main section, 6 CCR 1011-1. Prior versions can be accessed from the All Versions list on the rule’s current version page. To view versions effective on or after 05/01/2009, select the desired chapter, for example 6 CCR 1011-1 Chap 04 or 6 CCR 1011-1 Chap 18.

History

Chapter 14 Part 7 eff. 01/30/2008.

Chapter 14 entire rule eff. 05/15/2008.

Chapter 14 Part 2.202 eff. 11/30/2008.

Chapter 14 entire rule eff. 03/02/2010.

Chapter 14 Parts 7, 20 eff. 06/30/2011.

Chapter 14 repealed eff. 10/30/2012.